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First Second, 2006. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread
Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary:
Review in 8/1/06 issue of KirkusYoung space pirate Sardine
checks in for a dozen more mini-adventures, in most of which
she, her sidekick Little Louie and hulking captain Yellow Shoulder
get the better of evil Supermuscleman and his rubbery orange
minion Doc Krok. Along with occasional side trips to play soccer
with a giant Dunderhead's detachable navel or to rescue Yellow
Shoulder, the heroic pirates sabotage Supermuscleman's child
brainwashing machine, treat him to an explosive set of
Christmas presents and engage in a high speed chase along the
Milky Way that ends suddenly when the Milk turns. In one episode
that edges perilously close to over-the-top, a pair of his
stuttering star thieves briefly captures them. All related in
cartoon panels, printed on coated paper to brighten the colors
and featuring easily legible lettering in big dialogue balloons,
these episodes might seem a touch repetitious to adults,
especially those familiar with volume one (May 2006), but they
will keep the younger audiences to whom they're actually
addressed chortling. (Graphic novel. 7-9) Review in 9/1/06
BooklistGr. 4-6. The impish graphic novel protagonists Sardine
and...
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ReviewsReviews

It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schm eler-- Doyle Schm eler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin-- B r enna n K oelpin
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